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Our Price $23,490
Specifications:

Year:  2012  

VIN:  1HD1MAM17CB855111  

Make:  Harley-Davidson  

Stock:  U855111-WHD  

Model/Trim:  TRI-GLIDE ULTRA TRIKE FLHTCUTG
TRI-GLIDE ULTRA

 

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Engine:  1687 cc V Twin  

Exterior:  BLACK  

Transmission:  6 Speed Manual  

Mileage:  14,935

This 2012 Harley-Davidson TRI-GLIDE ULTRA TRIKE FLHTCUTG
TRI-GLIDE ULTRA . The vehicle is BLACK with a BLACK interior. It is
offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. - 2012 HARLEY-
DAVIDSON TRI-GLIDE ULTRA TRIKE FLHTCUTG - This Harley-
Davidson is in Excellent overall exterior condition - 2012 Harley-
Davidsonr Tri GliderThe 2012 Harley-Davidsonr Tri-GlideT has been
designed from the ground up to provide the ultimate three-wheeled
touring experience. From the comfortable seat behind the well
appointed dash and fairing, to the power and torque pulsing from the
Twin Cam 103T motor, the Tri-glideT is a seductive temptation to hit the
road and head for the horizon. And with the spacious cargo capacity,
developed and tested to the highest standards of the Motor Company
and backed by over a hundred years of touring mastery. This is not a
bolt-on, aftermarket Trike kit. It's engineered and road-tested as a
whole. Every inch is integrated for comfort, cargo and confidence. From
the smooth, classically designed lines to the front-to-rear matching
paint, the Tri Glider Ultra Classicr model has the bloodlines of a true
Harley-Davidsonr motorcycle through and through.SPLIT SEVEN-
SPOKE FRONT AND REAR WHEELSNo Harley-Davidsonr motorcycle
is complete without a killer set of wheels. Here, adding emphasis to the
deliberate detail and engineering of this three-wheeled touring
masterpiece.KING TOUR PAKr AND TRUNKPut the haul in long haul
with a cargo capacity of 6.7 cubic feet and up to 80 pounds. On top of
the extra stowaway space, the waterproof, injection-molded Tour Pakr
keeps things classy and neat with woven-nylon soft luggage liners,
plenty of storage pockets and distinctive, wrap-around rear lights. But
anyone who's taken their Harley-Davidsonr Trike for a cross-country
trek or a trip to Biketoberfest knows it's the trunk that turns luxury
touring into luxury living on the road.BAT-WING FAIRING AND
SMOKED AIR DEFLECTORSDesigned by Chief Styling Officer Willie
G. Davidson, the nimble, fork-mounted Bat-Wing fairing first appeared
on the touring scene back in 1969. And it continues to evolve and
symbolize the essence of Grand American Touring more than forty
years later. The full 8-inch windscreen gives it a classic touring profile
and added protection. Add to it the full, clear Lexanr windshield and
adjustable, smoked Lexanr air deflectors on the fairing sides and the
wind is simply not a factor for the mile-hungry rider who wants to soak
up the freedom of the open road for days on end.TWIN CAM 103T
ENGINE HERITAGEThe knowledge of what makes an engine truly
move a rider runs deep at The Motor Company, and it was put to good
use when we created the Twin Cam 103T engine. We worked to perfect
every cubic inch, pushing design and technology forward. And we did it
all without compromising one bit of Harley-Davidsonr's unique styling.
Evolved, yet carrying on the legacy of the Flathead, Knucklehead,
Panhead, Shovelhead, Evolutionr, Twin Cam 88r and Twin Cam 96T
engines that came before. The performance and durability are a direct
result of the untold miles logged on the V-Twin since 1909, and the
proud heritage that comes from a century's worth of commitment to life
on two (or three) wheels. - Contact Motorcycle Sales at 888-933-7674
or bob@usedmotorcyclestore.com for more information. -
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Installed Options

Let us help you finance your next vehicle. Begin by clicking the "Get Approved" button above and enter your information completely before clicking submit. You can also print and

fax us your completed application to 877-862-7872. *NOTE* - When filling out fields requiring a dollar amount, please enter simple numbers only without decimel point or any

remaining digits. For example, if you were entering eight hundred dollars as a dollar value for any field, it should be entered as "800" (NOT $800.00 or $800). Only the simple

expression is accepted on this form for numeric values. Please print and fax to 877-862-7872 if you have any trouble submitting this form. Our finance team will work to get you the

best financing options available. Used Motorcycles And Motorcycle Parts For Sale (877) 862-7872.
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